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Abstract: Homebody in Chinese（zhainan/zhainv） derives from Otaku in Japanese, in form related to the same Chinese character “Zhai” in both 
languages. However, due to the differences of cultural and social background, the indicated meanings and the social groups they represent diverge from 
each other. To compare the origins of the two words, the social and cultural settings of the origins and the probable semantic change, we collect 
self-designed questionnaires to study the attitudes and impressions in both nations towards the groups referred to in their own countries and the 
differences between the two concepts. Meanwhile, in the view of semantic inequivalence we will make suggestions about how to translate 
“zhainan/zhainv” from Chinese to Japanese. 

















































































































20-35岁 93% 88% 67% 90% 73% 12% 63% 25%
36-50岁 87% 90% 63% 93% 69% 11% 70% 19%






































20-35 岁 37% 62% 97% 29% 2% 18% 10% 2%
36-50 岁 30% 59%% 76% 41% 24% 7% 14% 9%
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（《安人王氏墓志铭》）    
太孺人自幼柔惠警敏，父授以孝经、论语、孟子，一过而
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④  homebody ：a person who enjoys spending time at home。也就是隐蔽在家，做自
己喜欢做的事的意思。 
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